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SUMMARY

The present study introduces two estimators of population proportion
based on unrelated question randomized response model when continuous
randomizing distribution is used. The proposed estimators, obtained by
method of moments, are unbiased and the relative efficiency of these
estimators with respect to Franklin's [4] corresponding estimators is found
to be appreciable.
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Introduction

Warner [24] suggested an ingenious method of collecting information on
sensitive characters. According to the method, for estimating tlie population
proportion n possessing tlie sensitive character A, a simple random with
replacement sampleof n persons is drawn fromthe population. Each interviewee
in the sample is ftiniished an identical randomization device where the outcome
'I possess character A' occurs with probability p while its complement 'I do
not possess character A' occurs with probability (1 - p). The respondent answers
'yes' if the outcome of the randomization device tallies with his actual status
otherwise he answers 'no'. Some modifications in the model have been
suggested by Kuk [8], Mangat [11], Mangat and Singh [12], [13], [14], Singh
and Singh [19], [20], [21],Mangatet al [17],Singhet al. [22], [23])and Kathuria
and Singh [7].

Greenburg et al. [5] provided theoretical framework for a modification
to the Warner's model proposed by Horvitz et al. [6]. The proposal consisted\
in modifying the randomization device where the second outcome 'I do not
possess character A' was replaced by the outcome 'I possess character Y' where
Y was unrelated to character A. This modified model is now known as 'unrelated

question model, or U-model. This model has been further investigated by Moors
[18], Dowling and Shachtman [2], Lanke [9], Mangat [10] and Mangat et al.
[15] [16],
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Aiiotlier generalization of Warner's [24] model was proposed by Franklin
[3], [4], We now discuss the Franklin's model briefly.

2. Franklin's Model

In Franklin's [3], [4] model, responses are obtained from each respondent
of a simple random with replacement sample of size n. The response
Zy , i = 1,2,... n ; j = 1,2,... k is a random number drawn from the density
gy if the respondent belongs to the sensitive group A otherwise it is drawn
from the density hj^. . The interviewer does not know the density used by the
respondent for drawing the random number. The,model can be specialized by
having g^^ = g^. and hjj. = hj for all i = 1, 2, . . . n. The densities gj and h.
respectively, have known means M-jj and and known variances o]. and

"Si-
The choice of gj and h. as Bernoulli (ti ) with h. (z) = 1- g^ (z) and

k = 1 reduces this model to Warner's. [24] original model. In Warner's [24]
model, the densities h. and gj are dependent. Also if g. and h. denote the
distributions generated by the first and second deck of cards with known
proportion 0, and Gj (O;) of redcards respectively, then theFranklin's model
reduces to the model recently suggested by Kuk [8]. If Qj = 1 and
02 = (1 -p), the Kuk's model reduces to Mangat [11] model.

Utilizing the row averages of Z.., Franklin has defined the unbiased

estimator of n as

k

I Zj-mi /(mj-m^) (2.1)

and the variance of ffj is given by

k

V(^i) = 71 (1 - n)/n +•71Z +(1 - 7r) ZOy
, j = I j =' 1 .

/{n(m,-m2)^}. (2.2)

Similarly, by concentrating on the column averages of Z.. he has defined

another unbiased estimator of ti as

k

= (2.3)
j = 1
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where

yfj = (2.4)
k

Taking where Wj = D./D, where D = I|a.jj - and ZD. in (2.3)

tlie variance of the estimator tz^ is given by

V(^) = jr(l-7r)/n+-^7iEaH +(l-7t)Ea2:
. J = 1 j = 1 ,

/{nD^}. (2.5)

The Franklin's model is quite general and adds new dimensions in the
foraiation of randomized device and its use. Popularity of this model motivated
the author to think for extending this approach for the situation where the use
of unrelated questions can be made in the RR procedure.

3. The Proposed Randomization Device

In this paper, we have modified the procedure suggested by Franklin [4]
by using the known proportion of unrelated character in the population and

by suitably choosing known parameters of the proposed randomization device.
According to this proposed randomized response technique, a simple random
sample of n respondents is drawn with replacement from tlie population.

In the proposed randomized response model, if a respondent:

(i) belongs toAbut not toY,he/she is instructed touse the density g,ij.,

(ii) does not belong to both A and Y he/she is instnicted to use tlie density

82ij-

(iii) belongs toboth A and Y,he/she is instructed touse the density gj^j.

(iv) belongs to Y but not to A, he/she is instructed to use the density g^--.

A total of k > 1 trails per respondent are conducted. This whole procedure
is completed by the respondents unobserved by tlie interviewer, the interviewer
knows the exact form of g^^, r = 1, 2, 3, 4. The resijondent, however, tells
only the random number obtained from the density used by him/her without
giving any indication about the density use and hence the interviewer does
uot know for certain from which of the four densities it has come. We denote

the value given by the respondent as Z.y From a total of such kn observations
Z.. (i = 1, 2,..., n and j = 1,2,... k) inference can be made about n. The

conditional density of a k-tuple Zj, ..., representing a random
observation of the ith interviewee given n is ~
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k k

71 (1 - Tty) n (Zy) + (1 - 71) (1 - TUp n (Z..)
j = 1 j = 1

k k

+7t 7:^ n g3ij. (z-.) + TCy (1 - t:) n g^ij (Z--). (3.1)
j = 1 j = 1

Thus (Zj, Z^, ...,Z^) can be thought of as mixture of the random
variables.

Pi (A|i, A;2, ..., Aik) + Pj (Bji, Bj2, ..., Bjk)

+ P3 (C/p C.2,..., Ci,) + P, (D.,„ ...., D;,) (3.2)

such that IP; = 1and R (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are multinomials while A.. ~ g^y, By

~ §2ij' S ~ ~ ®'*u" model can be specialized by having g_.jj.=g^.'̂ for'̂ all i and r =1, 2, 3", 4. Thus all tlie respondents will be observing
the same distribution and this allows us to perceive tlie k-tuple responses (i.i.d)
random variables with form

Pi(Ai,A2....,Ak) + P2(B„B2,...,B,)

+P3(C„C2,...,C,) +P4(D„D2....,D,) (3.3)

from the density

k k

7: (1 - jcp n gij (zp +(1 - 7C) (1 - Jty) n g^j (zp
j = 1 j = 1

k k

+71 7C n g3. (Zp +7ty (1 - 7t) n g^j (Zp. (3.4)
j = 1 j = 1

Any density may be used for g_.j (e.g., weibull, normal, uniform or any
discrete distribution). In the present model, we will consider all the four as
continuous densities with known means and known standard deviations. In other

words, g^j ~D(^l^J., o^.), r = 1,2,3,4. For simplicity, let us take ^3^. =
and = M^j- I" what follows, we discuss two estimators of n obtained by
using the method of moments.

Theorem 1 : An unbiased estimator of n based on the row averages of Z.. is

given by

/ k ^
EZj-m^ /(mj-m^), (3.5)4 =

j = 1
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k k k k

where nii = S M,,j - Z and nij = S = E
j = 1 j = 1 j = 1 j = 1

Proof: Suppose

_ k

Z; = IZy / k,fori = 1,2,3 n. (3.6)
j = 1

n

represents the ith row average and Z. = n"' EZ.., for j =1,2,... k, represents
i = K

the jth column average. Then we clearly have

_ k k

E(Z.) = k" 'EE (Z..) = k- 'EE (Z.), (3.7)
j = 1 j = 1 ^

since the k-tuple responses are i.i.d. Thus we get

E(Z.) - 7t (1 - 7r„) +(1 - 7c) (1 - TCy) +nn^ (1 - 7:)

- n + (1 - 7i) . forj = 1,2,..., k, (3.8)

since Poj = and .

This gives

_ _ k Ic
E (Z;) = k" '[n E + (1 - jc).E ]

j = 1 j = 1

= k"'[7tmi +(l-7c)m2] (3.9)

From these, the standard method of moments (MM) approach yields

A A • —713, = (kZ-m2)/(m,-m^) - (E Zj-m^) / (m,-m^) (3.10)
j = I

since the k-tuple responses are i.i.d. The relation (3.8)

= (3.11)

This proves the theorem.

Before obtaining the variance ofthe estimator re ,, we prove the following
lemmas.

Lemma 1:The variance of the j-th response Zj from acertain single respondent
is given by
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V(Zj) =71 (1 - n) (uij - +7t gI +(1 - 71) 0^.
+Tty {71 (O^j - ^j) +(1 - TT) (a^j - a|)}. (3.12)

where j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , k.

Proof-. Since the observaUons Zj, Z^,... , from acertain single respondent
are not independent and need not even be identically distributed, we find that
the joint density of the responses '{Z., Z^)of the two trails from a single
respondent is given by

f(Zj, Z^) = 71 (1 - 7ip gij (zp gi, (Z,) +(1 - 71) (1 - Tty) g2j (zp g2, (z,)
+7C 7Iy g3j (Zj) g3t (Zj) +7ty (1 - 7l)g4j (Zj) g4j (Zj). (3.13)

We have

V(Zj) =E(Zp-{E(Zj)>' (3-14),

Now from (3.8)

E(Zj) = 7m,j +(l-7i)M^j

Also

E(Z^) =JJz^f(Zj,Z,)dZjdZ,
j t

=7t (1 - 7:y) (a^j +iLiij) +(1 - 7t) (1 - Tty) (o^j +M?j)
+7t 7Cy (Ojj +Hij) +7ty (1 - n) ialj +M^j)

= 7r^.ij +(l-7t)M^j +7ia^j +(l-7c)a2j
+7Cy {7t (o^j )+(1 - 7C) (o% - al)} (3.16)

Making substitutions from (3.15) and (3.16) in (3.14), we get (3.12). This
proves the lemma.

Lemma 2 : The covariance between the j-th and t-th responses Zj and Z^ from
a certain single respondent is given by

Cov (Zj, Z) = 71 (1 - n) (^ij - |J2j) - M2t)-

Proof: We have

Cov(Zj,Z,) =E(ZjZ,)-E(Zj)E(Z,). (3-18)
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Also

E(Zj,Z^) =JJZjZ,f(Zj,Z,)dZjdZ,
it

=7C (1 - TCy) JJZj Z, gij Zjgi, (Z,) dZj dZ,
j t ' -•

+(1 -7t) (1 -Ttp JJZj Z, gjj (Zj) g^t (Z^) dZj dz,
j t . ^

+7:7:JJZjZ,g3j(zpg3,(Z,)dZjdZ,
j '

. +iiy (1 - n) JJZj Z, g4j (zp g4^ (Z,) dZj dZ,
j t

= n (1 - Tiy) +(1 - n)(1 -

+n7Cy^,j^it +ny(l-n)n2jH2t

= 7C^,j.Hn+(l-Jt)MajH2t (3.19)

Thus from the relations (3,15), (3.18) and (3.19), we get (3.17) and it
proves the lemma.

Theorem 2 : The variance of the unbiased estimator of the population

parameter is given by

k k .

V(TCsi) = n(1-nVn +{n So,j +(1 - tc) Sa|}/{n (mj - m^) }
j = 1 j = 1

k ' j . . • k k

+7C, [7C {L ol -Sa?:} +(1 - 7t) {E 04.. - Sa/}]/{n (m^ -m^) >
^ j = 1 J- = 1 ' • j = 1 j = 1

(3.20)

Proof: We have ,

V (usi) = V [(kZ-m2)/(m,-m^)]

= k^V(Z)/(mi-m2)^

= V(Zi +Zj +... +Zk)/{n (mj - m^)^}
k" " ' '

= [ 2:V(Z,.) +25:Cov(Zj.,Zt)]/{n(mi-m2)^}. (3.21)
j = 1 j<t
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Using the relations (3.12) and (3.17) in (3.21), we get (3.20) and it proves
the theorem.

We now consider the other method of moments estimator of n. This

estimator is based on the column averages. For this we have the following

theorem.

Theorem 3 : An unbiased estimator of n based on the column averages of Z^.
is given by

= (3.22)
j = 1

where Jisj = (Z.-^t2j)/(^lj-^l2j) (3.23)

and
k

IWj=l. (3.24)
j = 1

Proof-. Suppose

Zj = n-'EZ..,j =l,2,...k, (3.25)
i = 1

represents the jth column average. Clearly, we have for j = 1, 2, . . . , k,

E(Zj) - n-'lE(Zi.)
,,f i = -1

- E(Z.)

= jt (1 - Jiy) Hij + (1 - 7:) (1 - TCy) + TT 7iy +71^(1- n)

= 7l^llj + (l-7i)M2j, (3.26)

since Z. are i.i.d. m i, H3. = and •

Hence another MM estimator can be formed from the average of the

th column of the observations by setting Z^. = E(zp. On solving for 71 one
gets.

. TCsj = (Z j- M2j)/(M.ij - M2j). j = 1,2,..., k. (3.27)

Thus, a total of k such estimators (not independent of one anther) for j
= 1, 2, , k can be formed each of which is an unbiased estimator of 71.
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A, A, A,

Therefore, any weighted average of our k estimators jCgj, will also
be an unbiased estimator for n. In other words, we get an unbiased estimator
of n as

7ts2 = SWjJtsj
j = 1

Hence the proof of the theorem.

(3.28)

If we choose weights Wj, j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , k, as suggested by Franklin
[4], where

w. ^!ihi^andD =SlHy-M^jl. (3.29)
we have the following theorem.

Theorem 4 : The variance of the estimator Tt^^of n with weights w^ defined
in (3.29) is given by

k k

jrE o?: + (1 - n)Eo\-

nD^

+ (1 -n)
k k •

- Ea|.
i^i —

71

+ jiy
nD''

Proof: The variance of the estimator tc*. at (3.23) is given by

V(n;j) = V(Zj)/{(^ij-mj)}

= V(Zp/{n(^llj-M2j)'>,

since Z.^. are i.i.d. for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

Using (3.12) in (3.31), we get

A k k .
V(71*) = 7C (1 - Ji)/n + <7C Eol +(1 - 7r) Zo|.}/{n

j = 1 '• = 1j = 1

k

(3.31)

+n [n {Z al - Eo^} +(l -n) {S ojj - S4}]/{n (^llj - M^j)^
j = 1 j = 1 j = 1 j = 1

(3.32)
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Also

A. A.

COV (TCsj, TTsj) = COV (Zj, Z - H2j) M

n

= 2: Cov (Z„., Zj/{a' (Hi. - (^ll^ - Mat)>
m = 1.

But since the responses are we have by (3.17)

Cov (^sj, n*,) = nCov (Z-, Z,)/{n^ (^i- - h^.)

= 7i(l-ir)/n ' (3.34)

Relation (3.22) shows that

V(n^) =ZwfV (^i;.) +2ZW: w, Cov (rt* nl). (3.35)
j = 1 j<t

Using relations (3.32), (3.34) and (3.35) we get (3.30) and it proves the
theorem.

This particular choice of weights w. is made for making the algebraic
comparison of the efficiency of the proposed estimator with Frankhn [4]
estimator easier. One can, however, have My other choice of w. subjected to
the restriction (3.24). '

4. Discussion of Proposed Model

(i) As reported by Frankhn [4], the two MM estimators and ji^jWill be
identical if terms (^y- n^,) forallj have thesame sign. In any other
case, 71^2 will have a smallervariance than the variance of tc^,. This
aspect of keeping the signs of all (^^y ^ thesame is a particularly
important design consideration in using the estimator. Again if
(m, - mj) could be equal to or near to zero then the variance of the
estimator 7t,, could be extremely large. On the other hand, the
variations of the estimator can be decreased by making at least one
absolute difference D large.

(ii) The proposed estimator n,, is found to be more efficient than the

Franklin's [4] estimator ji, ifwechoose thedensities g^- (r= 1,2, 3,4)
such thatajj < a,j and CT4J. < 02j forallj = 1,2,..., k. It maybenoted

, that the estimators tc,, and n, are obtained by concentrating only on
the row averages. Similarly, the estimator obtained from the

columnaverages is more efficient than the Franklin'^ estimator^2 if
O3J < CT,j and a^. < for all j = 1,2,..., k. Since (r = 1,2,3,4.)
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are known quantities and hence may be suitably chosen so as to make
the proposed estimators more efficient.

The proposed unrelated question model involves the use of four
densities while the Franklin [4] model uses only two densities. It will,
therefore, be more difficult to guess the density used by the respondent
in the proposed procedure as compared to the Franklin [4] model. The
proposed model will, therefore, provide more confidentiality to the
respondents and will result in enhanced cooperation from them.

(iii) The proposed randomized response technique is quite general. In
Franklin's model, if a respondent belonging to sensitive group A is
instructed to use tlie density gjj and to report his/her value as the
random number drawn divided by known constant A.If the respondent
belongs to non-sensitive group not-A, he/she is instructed to use the
density hij and to report his/her value as the random number drawn
divided by known constant A.Also, if the densities are dependent, tliat
is,hj (Z)=1-gj(Z), theFranklin'smodel reduces tothemodel recently
studied by Singh and Singh [20]

We had seen that the model proposed by Franklin [4] covers the model
suggested by Warner [24], Kuk [8], Singh [20] and Mangat [11] as
particular cases. However, it is not so easy to see that the model
suggested by Mangat and singh [12] is also a special case of it. But, if
in the proposed randomized response model, if each respondent
possessing both the character A and Y is instructed to use the density
gij but if he/she does notpossess character Y tlien he/she is instructed
to use the Franklin's model with dependent densities. Then the
proposed model reduces to the model suggested by Mangat and Singh
[12].

If Ojj = a,j and = ajj, forallj = 1,2,..., k, thentheproposed model
reduces to the Franklin's. It also reduces to the FrankUn model ifeither

7ty = 0ority= 1.

(iv) In the theory presented in this paper, we have assumed that

and = m,-, but one need not make this assumption. The tlieory in
the general case, though tedious, is straight forward.

(v) A further generalization of the proposed unrelated question model by
following Singh and Singh [19], [21] decision randomization device
is straightforward and hence ignored to save the space.

5. Numerical Illustration

For the purpose of a numerical illustration, the response generated is either
from a continuous distribution = 40 (for the sensitive category) or
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= 50 (for the non-sensitive category) with = 1 and k =

1 or 3. With these values, the two methods of moments estimators Jtj and

Ttj are equivalent. In addition to these values, we have also assumed in the
proposed model Ojj = = 5 such that both of the proposed estimators
and TC^ become equivalent. In this way, the comparison with Franklin's model

becomes easier. The relative efficiency of the proposed model over the
Franklin's model is given in Table 1 for the different values of n and

Table 1. Per cent relative efficiency of the proposed unrelated question model over the
Franklin's model.

71 .1 .3 .5 .7 .9

k-l k-3 k-l k-3 k-l k-3 k-I k-3 k-l k-3

.1 104.3 103.3 103.6 102.2 103.4 102.2 103.6 102.2 104.3 103.3

.3 114.2 110.5 111.5 106.9 110.8 106.2 111.5 106.9 114.2 110.5

.5 126.1 118.8 120.7 112.0 119.4 110.7 102.7 112.0 126.1 118.8

.7 140.8 128.4 131.6 177.6 129.4 115.7 131.6 117.6 140.8 128.4

.9 159.3 139.7 144.6 123.9 141.2 121.1 144.6 123.9 159.3 139.7
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